
Based on your readings in Saller, what do you need to realize about the editor’s role to be able to 

gain a writer’s trust and create a good working relationship with the writer? What aspect of this 

relationship do you think you’ll find most challenging? How will you attempt to meet the 

challenge?  

Carol Fisher Saller emphasizes in The Copyeditor’s Handbook honesty, respect, and 

judgment from all parties involved in the publication of a manuscript as the foundation of 

successful editor-author relationships. Authors are responsible for keeping their emotions in 

check, but ultimately editors foster and maintain healthy the working relationships. Saller 

believes solid relationships are built through the editorial practices of transparency, carefulness, 

and flexibility (22). This cooperative relationship has many benefits, including: increasingly 

credible author and publisher reputations, and satisfied reader s, and editorial satisfaction of a job 

well done.  

 Carefulness, as Saller defines the word, does not pertain to simply watching one’s actions 

but also requires knowledge about the editor-author relationships (24). Grammar rules and 

stylistic preferences are essential editorial knowledge; more importantly, editors must recognize 

how authors relate to changes. Dedication is shown when an editor does not overstep the 

boundaries asked of her—editing only what one is asked shows publishers and authors that the 

editor cares about doing her job well and about being respectful to the author and publisher. An 

editor who “does no harm” (Saller 7) benefits her teammates by catching what needs to edited 

based on of the appropriate level; allowing editors of other levels to do their job; helping the 

author focus on what he/she needs to write; producing a good product for the publisher; and 

giving readers the product that they want. When as editor is “conservative in [her] editing,” as 

Saller says, authors realize that she is working as a partner in the production process, not an 

adversary bent upon catching every mistake in the manuscript (32).  

 Saller claims transparency is important in an editor-author relationship because it “invites 

the participation of the author” and evokes collaboration (26). This is the kind of relationship a 

writer and author should hope for because both parties are working with each other to produce a 

good manuscript. Editors can build trust through transparency by working with the author 

starting from the beginning of the process. When an editor clearly states at the beginning of the 

process what she hopes to accomplish, the workload stays manageable and both parties stay on 

the same page. Saller recommends that editors discuss challenging issues in a cover letter and 



send along style sheets that detail the issues and show the recommended edits.  Short queries are 

helpful for explanatory issues but should be avoided when the tone of the language could be 

confused as more defensive than helpful (36). Authors and copyeditors are intelligent, 

hardworking people who are passionate about their work and the material they are dealing 

with—both sides will be happy when it is easy to see why certain things are being done and that 

both are working to accomplish the same goals.  

 For an author and editor to achieve those same goals it is vital that the editor to be willing 

to negotiate throughout the editing process. Saller says an editor always needs to ask herself if 

she is advocating a rule because she believes the edit will benefit the text or simply because she 

follows rules in a black-and-white manner (37-38). Yes, rules are put in place because certain 

companies believe some styles are better than others; however, rules are not concrete and it is up 

to the editor to judge when following editorial guidelines will better the consistency of a text 

versus simply follow a rule just for the sake of doing so. An editor shows consideration for an 

author’s writing when she negotiates a text, which is crucial to editors gaining an author’s trust. 

Editors should always remember to track all changes made in a manuscript in case some edits 

need to undone (Saller 33). Authors will see this move as the editor’s flexibility in the working 

relationship—especially when the editor willingly restores previous work. Copyeditors are 

excellent at the jobs they pursue (they must be, in a field that requires such in-depth examination 

of work), but it is always wise to remember that just because an author has misplaced a hyphen 

or misspelled a word does not mean editors have the right to tear up a text.  

 I believe I will be challenged most by keeping to my level of editing. I love editing so 

much that I tend to be overzealous in my work—it is never my intention to hurt an author’s 

feelings (quite the contrary), but in my desire to make their text as mistake free as possible, I 

might do too much editing and make authors feel as if their work is not valuable. I hope to do 

two things in the future to help build my relationships with authors: (a) get to know my authors 

better if the project will be long term; and (b) practice knowing the levels of editing off the top of 

my head so I do not unintentionally make edits the author may feel are unncessary.  
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